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RELATIONSHIPS OF PUPIL SECURITY CHARACTERISTICS AND

TEACHER AWARENESS TO PUPIL SECURITY CHARACTERISTICS

M. F. Crapko and J. A. Fraser

Defini 'on of Terms:

The Institute of Child Studv Security Test provides the following
seven scores:

1. Security score - a composite score based on the order of preference
for the five component measures for the fifteen situations ia rela-
ti-mi to the ideal order of preference.

2. Consistency score - a composite score based on the similar order
of rank assigned to each of the five component measures for the
fifteen situations.

3. Independent security score (IS) - a component score based on the
individual's preference for ski led, self-initiating, independent
behavior.

4. Mature dependent security score (MDS) - a eomponeat score based on
the individual's preference for mutually supporting social behaviors.

Immature dependent securIty store (IDS) - a component score based on
the individual's preference for adult help-seeking behavior.

6. Deputy agent score (DA) - a component score based on the individu
preference for defensive behavior.

7. Insecurity score (INS) - a component score based on the individual's
preference for anxiety behavior.
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TEP.CHEkS RATING 01JESTiONNAIRE

1. Discipline.
Displays behavior that you, the teacher, consider appropriate for your

classroom.

2. Alqlitly_toCet Along)
Interacts with most of his classmates in a satisfactory manner.

Acceptance f Goals:
Contributes to classroom activities, i.e., answers questions readily, talks

during discussion, makes active contribution to class projects.

4. General Adjustment Evalu ion:
Considering all aspects of the child's adjustment to the classroom environment,

evaluate his position.

5. Reading:
Reads with cociprehension and fluency: conveys meaning to listeners.

6. Mathematical Ability:
Shows understanding of mathematical concepts and operations; can solve problems.

Language:
Extent of vocabulary; correct grammatical usage of English; ability to express

self clearly. (Both oral and7written.)

Use of_Out-of-Schopl_Experience in Class:

Draws on background experiences, reading.

9. General Performance_Lev0,:
The quality of work; diligence in performing

10. School Ability)
To provide your e timate of this child's ability, try to predict how far you

think he will go (ignore financial ability of parents.)

11. faces up_to Things,:
OW1018 up to his actions; willing to accept ehe consequences for his actions,

good or bad.

12. nhaP_SR_ELLIIIIIi:
Shows ability to organize his ideas quickly and to make a deeist n.

13. Attitude to Learnin :
Shows an interest and ability to learn; enthusiastic about learning new materials _.

14. Sure of Himself:
ShoWs a confidence in himself combined with a c.apacity to do things.

15. General Adiustment:
Ability to cope with all as?ects of school life; generally happy disposition.

16. Overall_Feelings of_Security:
Displays general feelings of security about himself and his relations with others.



LE 1

THE NUMBER OF STATISTICA L I ,LFICANT COEFICIENTS AT THE .05 LEVEL OBTAINED
FOR 34 TEACHERS 3ETME1 'FC,UTTY TF-7T MEASURES AND THE ITEMS ON THE

TFACiiER PAT(.4 OUFSTONNAIRF

TRAITS SECURITY CONSISTENCY MDS IDS DA INS

1. Discipline 5 5 (24)

2. Able to get along 9 12 4 6 4 3 3 (41)

3. Accept. of goals 8 11 5 5 2 10 5 (46)

4. Gen. adjust. eval. 9 5 6 1 6 5 (38)

5. Reading 12 14 6 9 3 8 5 (57)

6. Math, ability q 11 2 8 4 6 2 (36)

7. Language 8 12 6 10 3 7 6 (52)

8. Out-of-School exp. 6 8 4 7 4 8 4 (41)

9. Oen. Performance Level 8 12 6 6 2 9 1 (44)

10. S hool ability 7 11 4 7 1 5 5 (40)

11. Faces up to things 3 2 2 3 4 2 4 (20)

12. Makes up his mind 9 14 5 10 4 6 7 07)

13. Attitude to Learning 12 14 5 10 1 7 6 (35)

14. Sure of himself 10 10 4 9 1 6 5 (45)

15. General Adjustment 7 12 2 7 1 1 (38)

16. Feelings of Security 10 7 4 11 3 7 4 (46)

17. TOTAL T.R. 10 15 6 10 2 9 5 (57

(131) (176) (72) (128) (43) (114)(73) (737)



RELATIONSHIP OF ?UPIL SECURITY CEARACTERISTIC-

AND TEACHER AWARENESS TO PUPIL SECU

J. A. ftaser and M. F. Crapko

INTRODUCTION AND BACKCROlrND:

It can be assumed that amount of knowledge a teacher may possess

about the pupils' cognitive, emotional and personality development, the more

effective is the teacher in designing and stimulating the learning behavior

and social development of the pupils in the classroom. Conversely, a lack of

awareness by the teacher regarding a particular pupil, the greater is ehe pos-

sibility of an inappropriate appr ach in the teaching, motivation and handliiv

of 'that pupil.

It remains an open question as to what kind and how much knowledge

awareness a teacher should have about the pupils in his, or her, class. There

may be considerable support for the position that requires the teacher to know

the learning style of each pupil, to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses

of each pupil in respect to Soth subject area and cognitive patterns. The

diagnostic teaching approach requires kno ledge permitting some precision in

detecting the difficulty a p

flow. Pupils who are assi r

pil is experieaeing in arresting this learning

over the right hurdles at the right time receive

help from teachers who are cognizant about difficulties common to most pupils

as well as rPzognizing the need for help expressed by each individual pupil.

To say that teachers should have s me awareness of the child's personality

development as it may affect his learning progress, may be considered desirable

rather than necessary. However, the importance that is placed on considering

the whole child in education today, may possibly suggest that knowledge about

John A. Fraser is Director of Education, The Kenora Board of Education

Michael F. Grapko is Ass-emrferte Professor and iAmt+rit Dii-ctor, Institute of

Child Study, University of Toronto
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the child's total dctvelopment heorair,g more necessary as well as desirable.

J. R. Gass (1970) -_71 a..Arcssing Ithe ccntntiori in Edmonton of the Canadian

Education Association makes refer Ace to the equality of educational opportunity

as providing the "right educaci al procedures fo- each individual child

rather than our insistence on giving all children the same treatment in the

name of equality. To place the individual in the centre of the educational

process, h- ever, is not only costly and difficult but requires knowledge

about children which has not yet been seriously considered in teacher

qualifications. The present study attempts to examine the extent of knowledge

teaChers may have about tileir pupils, to determine ho -ariable such knowledge

may be among teachers, and to identify some factors that may account for such

variability in knowledge and teacher awa e ess.

The work of BI4kcl (164) h. oc.no implications for he prosent study. While

Blake's work focuses on mild izations and management, its concepts

are relevant for edicaticn and educational objectives. In essence a polarity

is set up between task oriontatin and people orientation where the former

places a stress on the activities inherent in the job and on productivity

and output, while the latter emphasizes the position of the individual and

the relevance,and significance the job has for the person and his growth. The

attitude of the teacher to the objectives of education in the classroom may

deScribe a similar polarity. A teacher may place exclusive emphasis on the

subject matter to be taught and show a concern for methods of teach1g, man-

ipulations of pupils and evaluation devices. This approach is commonly
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A: Individual differences,

rsonl achievements

The subject or task oriented teacher would have less dependence on

knowledge ot the chiid to achl_evn nis objectives. Leek of interest or abilit

on the part of any lodividual child would identify the expendable and make up

10 to 20 per nent failure rate. The person oriented teacher would find a

streng rel -lonship between the objectives i-or the chiie and the insight and

awareness he or Ehe rosscsses about the child's total dovolooment. According

itwould hyp sheired t the o7ientation of One co,.ch r would strongly

deter ire the teadvIr's of relevance jn rrying to achleve a t ad

undestand5.ng of the p,JpiLs io thin ciassToam,

A third oren o2 interes': Suar_ng on the:. resent study deal,:' with the

lation of teacher expectations of pupil performance to pupil output, learn-

ing capacity and behavl The controversial research of Rosenthal and Jacobson

(1968) repor ed in their hook "Pygmalion in the Classroom" attempts to support

umption that teachers expe,ztations of pupil performance function as

self-filling prophecies. Their data are used to show that chi1dren's

caple_t-, to do well increases if the . expects that they will do w 11.

Brophy and Good (1970) using grade 1 pupils show that teachers communicate

differential performance expectations to different children, based on the

teacher's estimate of what the child is capable of achieving. They provide

data which clearly show that teachers talk differentially to high and low



performance cxpectaAo,_ chil naliv , i force and reward these

children dff:orentially. Teach s de.nanded b tter perfonaanee from these

children for whc-, ey hz-id higi peccal.Lone rjd were usually given a higher

pay-off in r,ral ond recognicl a when they succeeded. in contrast, teachers

were more likely to acc pt poor performance from children for whom they held

low expectations and were less likelv to praise good performance when it did

occur, even though it oc-urred less frequently.

The teacher s accuracy of estimate of the child's capacity for per-

formance as well as the child's motivation and work style has some serIous

implications for the interaction of teacher and pupil. Estimates based on

Insufficient and inappropriate knowledge could well introduce abrasive features

in the teacher-pupil relationship. Teacher bias effect may also substitute

for valid sources of knowledge in formin2 estimnt s of pupil performance.

PROBLEM:

The present study then is concerned to discover (1) how aware teachers

are about personality ch t rlstics of th,iir pupils, (2) what teacher

attitudes or teaching approaches may be rel,o.ted to teacher awareness, (3) what

characteristics in pupil's personality development are most obvious in teachers'

evaluations of their pupil- and (4) what behavioral and performance va-iables

as determined by teacher assessments relate to children's self reported person-

ality characteristics.

METHOD:

The subjects in this study comprise 943 pupils attending grades 4 to 6

in the Kenota Board distr.,ct. There were 314, 310 and 319 pupils in grades

4, 5, and 6 respecttvely, with a total of 484 boys to 459 girls in the total



samr,le.

ilercut

10 dif-

,.-i-Ji5i;c1 of wait CeacherS ani 20

female teacners,

The Ilti.tutc. ol7 CL1i,21 Test, Eic:inontary Form, called

'The Story of Jimmy'' 41dminiszered tc, ail pupils in the present sample in

'december, J969. Csro(7,4. teacher aUTU. the test after receiv-

ing a short briefin. After tile group instl-uctions 14ere read, each pupil

proceeded indepen(intly TCr comrlee the test. The time required for com-

pletion raived from 20 to al mi-dute. ALI Irests were m.nchine scored .

tcst ia cind tu au order of preference for various

i-c riscn to e-ach of fiftden siturttions described in story form

and terminating with an 017.1e0 endcd scatement asking Zor some choice of action.

The situations samplo activities dcelUng with adult-child relationships,

child-child relationships, cqoci pereformance and leisure time. The child

is instructed to rank fAve choices which are presented with each situat

order of preference from I to The test nrovides the following seven scores:

1) Tridependent security score (IS) - a component score based on the

individual's preference for skilled, self-initiating, independent

behavior.,

2) Mature dependent security score (MDS) - a component score based on

the individual's preference for mutually supporting social behaviors.

Immature dependent security score (IDS) - a component score based

on the individual's preference for adult help-seeking behavior.

4) Deputy agent score (DA) - a component r.core based on the individ-

ual's preference for defensive behavior.

5) Insecurity scc.re (INS) - a component score based on the individ-

ual's expression of anxiety behavior.



overell
r'he ord:::r of rreference 1:0T the five

Th.r-

ent ninr sors fo3.- th.. ut t::10 '1,lioni in i:eiacion o tfl ideal order of pro.-

1 tne Lc: Liy Scse is determined by the similar order of rank

ass on d to -ach the , ,.,,,, co:HT:onent Aeasures for am I fifteml situations.

A sixteen itnn ; Macher Riitin,s Questi -naire was designed, using part of

eren--

questionnaire em1iov. d ID the Longitudinal study of Achievement by the

Research Vepartmsci che Toronco Hoard of Education and the questionnaire

which was used in 1.-e earty n of toe security test developed by

Grapko (3)57). (Items sho n in the h 10,ot The TRQ was c.mploted in

y, 197;:1, by each of 34 tnachers ii te study for all pupils in

classrocr.4. l'och iter in the uuestnrinajrc is ratei on a five point scale

I:8.7;p 1 f; on h _Cr&

'Cr/. 1,05

oz rt total abtlene certain

Schriol, o ci,nt is and c ,sult-

ants which ,4as
c;ntire Eoai ci systen were availabl.:,

for the pTesee7:

ANALZSIS OF DATA Ai

ftc sov

th_ th, ft;::1.215y is not yet complete.

ti icy -..st were correlated with

each of the items on e .)12:.=olinairci including a total

teacher rating score. Each correlation matrix consisted of a total of 119

coefficients. A matri, was prepared lor each classroom separately, as well

s for each grade level r:ombined, and for boys and girls, separately and

combined.

Lach teacher in the study was interviewed, at which time the results

of the security test were discussed and later the results of the correlational



rin;lyis !.J.itco 1:11c
l'6tercreci in providing teacnrs with

additional
frecinently focussed on

children who obt;71ed _Yy the security test s well as

childre-n who a twcon thir own self reported scorr

on the test and t ke question,laire rat. Each interview lasted

approximately an 4jr. addition discussion about the results of the

analyses, the teac-e-- wero invited to comment on their own views and

attitudes regardin:!, teacg objectives and to describe their teaching pro-

cedure in the clwlsroom.

The study is bec c,n the assumption that agreement iu scores betwec,'

the pupili5 self-repertc.J persooality characteristics and thu teache-,-:"s

questionnaire ratin, ry T!_e used as an indicator of knowledge or awarenes

the teacher Iv ourpiT.,", Accordingly the criterion of statistica:L

significance at t!le ic'.(el of cortfideace was emoloyed as a minimum condi-

tion for agreement sinificnce, in the present content, simply

shows nreement -btween 'Ad'eTC th,z pupil places himself on the self-report

test, vis-a-vis thf:2 ctlier pnpis ir tho class and the relative position the

pupil's rating 173ceivCIS from tne teher.

The range of statistically significant coefficients rared from 0 to

US for the 34 teachers in the study. Ten of the teachers obtained 30 or

more significant coefficients, eight teachers obtained 15 to 50 significant

coefficients and eighteen teachers obtained less than 14 significant co-

efficients, with two of the eighteen teachers receiving no significant correl-

ations at all.

A comparison cy.E the top ten (Hi awareness group) and bottom ten (Lo

awareness group) teachers according to number of coefficients to criterion,



shows four our of rinc- unnirrien teachers in the Hi croup (or 44%)

and o1y two in :roup (22: ). Thre eleven emale teachers

(27%) and four of the eleven (36%) were in the fli awal ness group and Lo

awarene s group tively. 1 nrccpect to male tee1iers, three of four-

teen were in the Id nwar nes': gre 1%) 1- 6f fourteen were in the

Lo aw-reness group (29%) Percentagewise, it would secui tnat the unmarried

female teachers fared the best in that they had the highest percentage in the

Hi awareness group nü the lowest percentage in the La awaren group, as

well as the only group to have more teachers in the Hi ilroup than the Lo grou

Average elassroo. size shows a mean number of pupils of 31.7 for the

is

ren $S rOut 2:51 pupils per class for the La awareness group. lt

noted that the teacher rec' g the hibest number of significant

coefficients 85) wan a male t.acher

of any in the study (i.e. 36 Tupils)

uaity scores an,J consiste cy scores for the Hi and ho awareness

goups tends to show slightly Lgne1 s.ores fur the W. group, 67.3 to

64.9 for scour and 24.4 and 19.6 for consistency. ilowever, since there are

five. grade 4 classes in the Le awareness group 'Ind only 3 classes in the Hi

awareness group, differences in mean sco,,es would_ requi e some adjustment

since grade S pupils do better on the test than grade 4 pupils. However, there

.hree grade .6 classes in both groups and a comparison of the three grade

sses does show slight y higher mean scores in favour of the Hi awareness

uoup for security and consistency, i.e. 73.5 to 70.5 and 33.6 to 28.2

While the results of a comparison between teachers in the Hi and Lo

awareness groups are only suggestive at this point, some tentative results

are noted. in the first place, (1) unm rried female teachers, as agroup, tend

had the largest class size

ril



to be m!xce i afl1 I cac-F:c;itics o;' riinils than married

female teacht±rs or 7-echer 0:oun (A that: size o-Z class does not

seem to make any oli'lerancc in ee7eminin::: teadier Awareness, nor is grade

level of particulpr sinficahce, and (3) teacher awareness is more likely to

be observeu with groups of children who tend on thn average to have slightly

higher security and consistency development.

i.)ata on the a',?,e of teacher ,:4!.:d yeaTs of experience were not available

.
for inclusion in the ficesent analysis nor was inforation available as to the

k_

,

4
marital status of the maid teachers.

Two main dif.frencos were noted in the teacher .tLtitudes and zeaching

approaches, as reported by the teachers in the lintorview, whoh a comnison

between the ;6, awak-enes and Le awareess teachers was made. Hi awareness

teachers generally reported an interest in the whole child one considered all

infolmation about the eniid as rcievant to their tcachir role. They were

receptive to the child when he or s4e wished to tell the te-ae.hcr about an

out-of-school exper:ionce or a homo and family experienc. The !,o awareness

teachers generally tended to discourac or limit such inforrpition, expressing

either non-relevance to out-of-sehocl .and fawilly experiences, or a feeling

that these experiences were of a personal or private nature, Accordingly,

Lo awareness teachers saw little value in such information vis-a-vis the

primary teaching role of the classroom teacher,

The second differenco was in actual classroom practice. Lo awareness

teachers reported a more traditional approach to teaching with a strong

emphasis on classroom presentation. In general, the teachers saw their role

as providing information, laying out work assiv.nments for pupils and check-

ing their progress. Their time was devoted to formal talkingg as indigenous



tO

zonehei-s

Was stre.-3co , u :ncuhr

L7,11.

availablc to the pupils, In ess.enc

elicited frew i:Al±ldren ii this FCL. MUy

nwarenes..

ix o projcct work

,ic 4 _In W05

E-tare gen- i behavior was

th 1c Hi awareness

teachers cre able f:o observe rnc:r,-,2 beIlavioY upon which they based

thei_ rati JA any eas- it dces apr-i 1-.101 the less traditional approach

not inVUCd , a broader display of pupil behavior IA tho class-

room, and und this occ inted foi ;)idre cuen upon which teachers were

able to rutd the nup w tO ass -ss whether the children

did any be --r zIca -1Lically with the Iii. or Lo alearen -s teachers but this is

an important problem for future resezirch, If the i ess trriciiti onal method do

provide an Lereas - in aeadlc performance for npi. Is the question would be

whether this ari.ses from the, meto,..1 of tea.- from the fact tht pupils

do better when they are b,,tter understood by their teachers.

The nuntbt.i et si- fica

teaci:ers between each of the seven m,ea_l

ffieiens obtained for the

the security test with each

of the sixteen item- on the Teache., Questionnaire is shown in Table 1
r-u.LL- 1),

availahleinthehandout.he totals for each security measure reported
A

at the botto,., of each column show the two composite scores, securIty and con-

sistency, to achieve a significant relationship to teachers' ratings more than

any one of the component scores. Edu ational and clinical uses of the security

test have shown children ,ive high Consistency Scores to hav_ good work

and study habits, an ability to orga_ze their work and themselves better, and

are more predictable in their school performance and behavior. It would appear

these characteristics reflect in the teacher ratitws which these pupils

receive from their teachers.

13
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The totals rep -- for eb of tile five component scores show that

pupils who express z-1 preference for mutua

(Mb ) are more likei

who express a pro CC

ly supporting peer relatioi hips

rated tavour.9by by their teachers ,whereas pupils

adu c . behavior aro not identified

rly the same roe in the rotiml:s they receive from teachers. The DA

component s-ose deseribes pupils wh,, are easily inch e use defensive

behaviors when requi _d to face up to the consequences of their actions.

These pupils are quick to give excuse, to forget and find fault, to blame

son one else, and in many cases to daydream. The data show a substantial

deo-ee of agreement between these scores and the teachers' rati

An analysis of the data across items in the Teacher Rating Questionnaire,

shown in Table i, shows reading compre:lension and fluency, (#5) language

ability (#7), abi ze ideas quickly and make a decision (#12)

and an expression of enthusiisrn about learning 013 to achieve the highest

incidence of relationship to security m .e On the other hand, disci-

pline (#i) and faeing up to one's actions (#11) show the leaf:t amount of

correspondence to measures on the security test,

ce 7 out of 34 teachers obtained 1 or less coefficients that reached

the .05 criterion, and 10 teachers obtained 5 or less significant coefficients,

the uata shown in Table 1 essentially describes the relationships between

behavior and performance variables and security scores for the Hi awareness

teachers. Failure to achieve any significance between the TRQ variables and

security scores for the Lo awareness t achers leaves an explanation unresolved.

Whether it means that the variables In the TRQ are not related at all to

children's self-ratings on the security test, or that these teachers have

insufficient opportunity to observe the kind of behavior included in the teacher



rating qu mnairc or that tt,cc, teacher s LIrrly re:td incorrectly the in-

tent OT illeaflios t e- lf the opportunity to observe

the behavior exists.

There is a crices

teacher ratings are to ue used as

stilt to bc checked out.

r;..= -Lon for the cons tructon of tests where

ion criterion. It seems that

validation 1s 1iiily vulnerLble to the particular selection of teachers. Yarrow,

Campbell a d Burton (1968) are hip,hly cr. the value of data sources

like parent interviews, questIonnaires and teacher ratings because of their

apparent low reliabilities whore nursery school children are used as the

population sample. It may he that where Lo awareness parents or teachers are

used in collecting data on children, that such data sources are h ghly ques-

tionable, not only in terms of thelr reliabilities but also their accuracy.

INTEUNETAT.ION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The results of this stuJy clearly show w'de ildividual differences among

teachers in their ability to rate children as children 7ate th Aselves. While

some concern may be expressed about the reliability and validity of the instru-

ments used in the study, it should be pointed out that previous studies have

shown both instrun nts to be quite reliable and valid.

While SONe surface characteristics were shown to differentiate Hi and

Lo awareness teachers, f- ther studies in this direction are needed. More

detailed iinpoint .ng of teaching methods between Hi and Le awareness teachers

Is required to give further support to general comments received by teachers

in the interview.

Further research is necessary to clarify the relation between Hi and

Lo awareness teachers and Ulake's description of the person and task orie t-

n. Since it is the intent of the present authors to replicate the present

15
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study with some additions, it will be jnLcrestia g to det mine if Hi an(J Lo

awareness is a function of the teacher or ma',-e n fu-ct -n lf a class. One

teacher did report that she funU her present class to be the most difficult

roup of children to undertana that she has had in almost twenty years of

teach A repeat study should contribute some light on this question.

Two additional matters oit,-*4.4.s-question also deserve clarification.

It has been shown already tht some behavioral performance variables cor-

relate with security measures more highly than others. or exanple, item

4i5 on the Teacher itatim; Questionnaire concerning the child's ability to read

with comprehension and fluency, shows many teachers to achieve statistical

significance to criterion when rating the children in their Classrooms, and

similarly with item #15, the child's attitude to learning. Other items, of

course, show substantially less frequency of achieving significance. This

raises the question of selective awareness wuong teachers. This is

to say that teachers as a whole may be more aware of some behaviors in

children and quite unaware of others. The relative importance of these

behaviors as they contribute to the child's overall performance in the class-

room might provide further a basis for determining the appropriateness of

teacher awareness.

The second question deals with the issue of teacher training in aw e-

ness. Blake has .shown that trainees using the managerial grid to achieve

ins ght into their own methods and orientations to the job and to people,

succeed in both their depth of understanding and in their basic approach to

to, r

people.ntipportunities to increase teacher awareness of pupils in the class-

room must be justified by a meaningful increase in pupil performance in the

classroom and an improvement in the teacher-pupil interaction.
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er a

itself witil ciles

d Liracher aarertcss will concern

-; -z-ince a reducti n

1 Lion ;,ap :fetwoon tiach.er , nd pupil or pLiavide new skills in

oliservin pupil lehiavior acci.-linp to some theorotic;Il system, remains to be

worked out.

Finally :t is iLipc.rtarit to --nsidar the meaning Hi and Lo aware-

ness conditions may have for tne work Rosenthal and Jacobson WI teacher

expectations of pupil , rformanee It appears that teachers who show an

expectancy- )-performance that is based on SOme accuracy of the child's

capacity to p form stand a very gODU cliance 01 supporting tno self-fulfilling

prophecy, whereas teacher cstimites based on low '.iarecx,ss cindi tions

likely to c to difficulties and frustrati n- for bot teacher and

child. While Rosenthal ana Jacobson have he-n primarily concei., i with

intellectual capacity, the pre:.sent study suggest:. that predi

pupil perforu

,s about.

ey also d upon a mcf_7.2i wider assort, ,nt c- ioral

and p rformac lab]os.
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